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ABSTRACT

We report progress in the study of thick single-sided charge-sharing cadmium zinc telluride (CZT) strip detector modules designed to perform spectroscopy and 3-D imaging of gamma-rays. We report laboratory measurements including spectroscopy, efficiency and 3-D imaging capability of prototype detectors ($15 \times 15 \times 7.5\text{mm}^3$) with $11 \times 11$ unit cells. We also report on Monte Carlo simulations (GEANT4 v7.1) to investigate the effect of multihits on detector performance in both spectroscopy and imaging. We compare simulation results with data obtained from laboratory measurements and discuss the implications for future strip detector designs.
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1. SINGLE-SIDED CHARGE-SHARING CZT STRIP DETECTORS

1.1. Detector Concept

Figure 1 shows the single-sided charge-sharing strip detector.\textsuperscript{1} This device has eleven row channels and eleven column channels (121 “pixels” or “unit cells”). The anode pattern and readout is shown. A 1.225 mm
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Figure 2. Experimental setup for single-sided charge-sharing CZT strip detector design.

square unit cell (expanded right) illustrates the pad interconnections. Each unit cell contains an array of closely packed anode contact pads in two groups (gray and black in this figure). The two groups are identically biased for electron charge collection but are interconnected in columns and rows in the layers of the carrier substrate. A non-collecting grid electrode surrounding each pixel, biased between pixel pad and cathode, provides a signal that can be used for measuring the depth of interaction (the $z$-coordinate). A single cathode contact on the opposite side is not shown. The principle of operation requires a sharing of charge between row and column anode contacts for each event. A more detailed description can be found in Dönmez, et al.\textsuperscript{2}

1.2. Experimental Setup

Figure 2 shows the signal processing setup. The detectors were inserted into a custom test board for bias and readout of the charge signals with discrete preamplifiers (eV-5093). The signal processing and data acquisition use commercially available NIM and VME electronics. Typical bias levels are -1100 V for the cathode, -30 V for the $z$-grid and 0 V for the rows, columns and guard ring. Each charge-collecting row and column signal is split into a shaped and a fast signal. The fast signals are used to trigger event data acquisition. When there is a signal above the discriminator level of any row or column, the peak sensing ADC is gated and the peak level of all channels, including cathode, guard ring and $z$-grid, is recorded.
2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2.1. Spectroscopy

Figure 3 shows spectra from flood illumination of a detector at room temperature at energies 122 and 662 keV. Energy resolution (FWHM) is 9.9 and 19.7 keV at 122 and 662 keV, respectively. These single pixel spectra were constructed from the addition of maximum row and maximum column pulse heights. The photopeaks are symmetric with no significant low energy tailing that would indicate a loss of signal to the non-collecting areas of the anode surface. We believe that events for $^{137}$Cs between Compton edge and photopeak events are due to the multiple Compton scattering events. The electronic noise is 8.0 keV FWHM.

Figure 3. Spectroscopic performance of a unit cell at 122 and 662 keV.

2.2. 3-D Imaging

3-D imaging capability is demonstrated for 122 keV photons using a 500µm beam spot incident on the cathode surface at $\sim 20^\circ$ from the normal to the cathode surface. The cathode signal is used for depth measurement. The cathode is at $z=0$.

Figure 4. 3-D event locations and projections on the x-z and y-z planes for a 500µm beam of 122 keV photons incident at $\sim 20^\circ$ from the normal to the cathode surface. The cathode signal is used for depth measurement. The cathode is at $z=0$.

2.2. 3-D Imaging

3-D imaging capability is demonstrated for 122 keV photons using a 500µm beam spot incident on the cathode surface at $\sim 20^\circ$ from the z-axis (Figure 4). Photons in this beam cross several rows and columns as they pass through the detector. The row and column with the maximum signal identifies the x and y location for each event. There is no significant charge sharing between adjacent unit cells to permit further interpolation. The depth is measured for each event by using the ratio of the cathode-to-maximum anode signal. Spatial resolution $(1\sigma)$ in the z dimension, using the cathode signal, is less than 1 mm. The maximum anode signal is the addition...
of the maximum row and maximum column signals. Figure 5 shows a comparison between the measured depth of interaction ($z$) distribution for these same events and that computed from the theoretical attenuation length. The calculated attenuation length, 1.96 ± 0.01 mm, compares well with the theoretical value of 2.01 mm.

### 2.3. Detection Efficiency

The intrinsic efficiency is calculated using following formula\(^3\)

$$\epsilon_{\text{int}} = \frac{\text{number of pulses recorded}}{\text{number of photons incident on detector}}.$$  \hfill (1)

The detection efficiency is calculated for 122, 356 and 662 keV photons. For this purpose, we used \(^{57}\)Co, \(^{133}\)Ba and \(^{137}\)Cs sources to illuminate the entire CZT surface 12 cm away from the crystal surface. To eliminate edge effects, we chose a unit cell at the middle of the detector, i.e., row 5 column 5. We found the number of pulses recorded in this cell. The number of photons incident on the detector is calculated by the following formula

$$N_{\text{in}} = \frac{3.7 \times 10^4 N_0 \times t \times A}{4\pi d^2}$$  \hfill (2)

where $N_0$ is the activity of the radioactive source in micro Curie (\(\mu\text{Ci}\)), $t$ is the duration in seconds of the experiment, $A$ is the detector area (here it is unit cell area, 0.1225 \(\text{cm}^2\)) and $d$ is the distance between source and the detector, 12 cm. The source activity, calibrated by the manufacturer, has an error of 3%. We calculated experimental efficiency using equation (1).

We used GEANT4 for simulations, which are set up so that only the unit cell is illuminated 12 cm away from the detector using a point source at different energies. The simulated energy threshold, 15 keV, was chosen to match that of the laboratory experiment.

Results can be seen in Table 1 and Figure 6. The experimental efficiency values are on average 20\% lower than the calculated theoretical values. The discrepancy is largely due to imaging efficiency. As reported previously, limited charge sharing among the row and column contact pads results in the identification of either the row and column but not both for ~36\% of the events.\(^2\)
Table 1. Detection efficiency of single-sided charge-sharing CZT strip detector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy (keV)</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
<th>Simulated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>122</td>
<td>55.6 ± 7.5%</td>
<td>92.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>356</td>
<td>24.2 ± 4.9%</td>
<td>33.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>662</td>
<td>11.0 ± 3.3%</td>
<td>23.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Detection efficiency calculations for single-sided charge-sharing CZT strip detector. GEANT4: Simulated detection efficiency. Points are the experimental detection efficiency.

3. MULTI-HIT SIMULATIONS

3.1. Motivation

Multi-hits present a measurement ambiguity for imaging with strip detectors as illustrated for a double-hit in Figure 7. Because only row and column signals are measured, interactions at points $A$ and $B$ could be interpreted as having occurred at points $C$ and $D$ unless there is some mechanism to associate the row with the column for each hit.

We have conducted simulations and measurements to determine the number and nature of multi-hits in our detectors across the energy range of interest.

3.2. Simulation Setup

For multi-hit simulations, we used the following procedures:

- CdZnTe detector with size $15 \times 15 \times 7.5\text{mm}^3$ is placed in vacuum.
- Unit cell (1.225mm$^2$) in the center is randomly illuminated with gamma ray photons incident normal to the cathode surface from 60 to 1000 keV in 60 keV increments.
- GLECS$^4$ package for low energy Compton scattering is used in the simulations. Physical processes included are photoelectric effect, Compton scattering, gamma conversion (pair production) and Rayleigh scattering.
- All events data are written on a text file for further analysis to search for multi-hits. For this purpose a C++ program was written to analyse the data file from GEANT4.
The following method is used to determine the multi-hits. For every event, we checked whether we have a Compton scattering. If the first interaction is a Compton scattering, we examine the next interaction. The event is considered as a multi-hit if it satisfies the following two conditions. First, the second interaction must be observed outside the unit cell of the first Compton scattering interaction. Second, the deposited energy at the first and second interaction sites must be larger than the 15 keV minimum energy detectable with our detectors.

### 3.3. Simulation Results

Figure 8. (a) Number of multi-hit (%) vs. incident photon energy. Multi-hits are events with more than two interaction sites. Detector size is $15 \times 15 \times 7.5\text{mm}^3$. (b) Mean distances between interaction sites for double-hit events.

We performed the series of simulations as described above. Calculated multi-hit percentages can be seen in Figure 8(a). The number of double-hits dramatically increases at $\sim 200$ keV where Compton scattering becomes important in CZT. The number of event with three or more hits becomes significant at $\sim 300$ keV. Figure 10 shows positions of the double-hit events in the lateral ($x-y$) dimension. The mean distances between double-hit locations can be seen in Figure 8(b).
To check the consistency of the simulation results, we used the flood run data of 122, 356 and 662 keV photons from radioactive sources. To compare, we only look for the double-hit events with fully absorbed energies. The number of double-hits in the experimental data is found as follows. We select events above 15 keV threshold at row 5 column 5, i.e. the central unit cell, as for the simulations. Then, we look at all unit cells having a signal larger than the threshold value. We sum the unit cell signal with these signals. If the summed signal resides in the photopeak, we count that event as a double-hit. The calculated double-hit percentage for photopeak events are 2.4%, 20.9% and 48.9% from the experiment and 3.0%, 36.4% and 54.0% from the simulation at 122, 356 and 662 keV, respectively. The results can also be seen in Figure 9. This agreement of simulated and measured results gives confidence in the validity of the simulation tools.

Figure 9. Comparison between experiment (points) and simulation data of double-hit for photopeak events.

Figure 10. Simulated double-hit positions in x-y at 122 and 662 keV.
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Figure 11. Simulated energy spectra including electronic noise component for all (a), for single hit (b) and for double-hit (c) events at 662 keV.

The effect of double-hits on the spectrum can be seen in Figure 11. We can see that the number of events under the photopeak for double-hit events is comparable to the number of events having only a single hit, reflecting the fact that Compton scatters are important at 662 keV.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have continued our studies of the single-sided charge sharing CZT strip detector. These prototype devices feature 125$\mu$m anode contact pads on 225$\mu$m pitch and require signal charge to be shared among row and column pads in order to perform imaging measurements. We have demonstrated 3-D imaging capabilities equal to the row and column pitch (1.225 mm) in the lateral dimensions and less than 1 mm in the z dimension. Measured detection efficiency was found to be $\sim$ 20% lower than the theoretical efficiency. We believe that $x$-$y$ imaging in efficiency as reported earlier, accounts for the discrepancy.

We also developed Monte-Carlo simulation tools based on GEANT4 (v.7.1) to study multi-hit interactions with our detectors. We observed that the number of double-hits dramatically increases at $\sim$ 200 keV where Compton scattering becomes dominant in CZT. We also see that the mean distance between the first interaction and double-hit event becomes almost constant at $\sim$ 300 keV. We calculated and measured the percentage of double-hits for 122, 356 and 662 keV photons. The agreement of simulated and measured results gives confidence in the validity of simulation tools.

We will continue to use these simulation tools to help us understanding the performance of our detectors. We are currently extending the simulations to include diffusion and repulsion effects. We will also develop and test prototype detectors with smaller anode contact features. We believe these next detectors will exhibit better row-column charge sharing, thus improving imaging efficiency and providing a mechanism for resolving the multi-hit ambiguity.
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